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Abstract: The simulation of hydrological impacts in a changing climate remains one of the main
challenges of the earth system sciences. Impact assessments can be, in many cases, laborious
processes leading to inevitable methodological compromises that drastically affect the robustness
of the conclusions. In this study we examine the implications of different CMIP5-based regional
and global climate model ensembles for projections of the hydrological impacts of climate change.
We compare results from three different assessments of hydrological impacts under high-end climate
change (RCP8.5) across Europe, and we focus on how methodological differences affect the projections.
We assess, as systematically as possible, the differences in runoff projections as simulated by a land
surface model driven by three different sets of climate projections over the European continent at
global warming of 1.5 ◦C, 2 ◦C and 4 ◦C relative to pre-industrial levels, according to the RCP8.5
concentration scenario. We find that these methodological differences lead to considerably different
outputs for a number of indicators used to express different aspects of runoff. We further use a
number of new global climate model experiments, with an emphasis on high resolution, to test
the assumption that many of the uncertainties in regional climate and hydrological changes are
driven predominantly by the prescribed sea surface temperatures (SSTs) and sea-ice concentrations
(SICs) and we find that results are more sensitive to the choice of the atmosphere model compared
to the driving SSTs. Finally, we combine all sources of information to identify robust patterns of
hydrological changes across the European continent.

Keywords: climate change; hydrology; uncertainty; Europe; impacts; water

1. Introduction

Climate change impact studies are largely based on climatic projections simulated by climate
models. The impact modeling process can in many cases be computationally demanding, making
the use of data from all models available within large-scale projects, such as the Coupled Model
Inter-comparisons Project Five (CMIP5), practically impossible. This inevitably leads to compromises
in terms of the number of models used. These constraints, combined with the need for the most
representative sample, have led to the development of methods for the identification of fewer
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representative models [1,2]. These models constitute a subset of a larger model ensemble and are
considered to account for a significant space of the potential climate changes as simulated by the
total ensemble, with the benefit of reducing the number of laborious impact simulations. However,
downsizing of the ensemble involves several risks, such as omitting part of the uncertainty of the
original ensemble and skewing regional or seasonal climate change signals towards the model
subset [3].

Despite the climate modeling advances moving from the CMIP3 to the CMIP5 experiment [4]
the need for further downscaling, especially in the case of regional-scale studies, is still apparent.
The dynamical downscaling using finer resolution regional climate models (RCMs) or GCMs is
computationally expensive [5] and introduces additional sources of uncertainty stemming from the
physical parameterization of the downstream models [6]. Further uncertainties, that can also lead
to the modification of climate model signals, are exposed by the use of bias adjustment [7], which in
some cases is a necessary step when it comes to supporting impact study modeling [8–11]. In addition,
the way of interpreting climate change projections and impacts, typically in terms of model spread
at the grid point instead of physically consistent model based patterns, often leads to inflation of
uncertainty, especially in the case of multi-model subsets [12].

Focusing on hydrological impact modeling, several studies have come to the conclusion that the
choice of the climate model projection has a larger influence on the hydrologic output than the selection
of the emission pathway [13–15] and the bias correction method [16]. The structure of the hydrologic
model can also play a significant role in the projected changes [17]. Thus, the methodological context
of any impact study has a direct impact on the projected outcome, the communicated message and
the decisions that arise based on the information provided. It is therefore of utmost importance
for the results and potential sources of uncertainty of every impact study to be critically assessed,
by comparing them to the range of impacts resulting from the current state of science.

From this perspective, the objectives of this study are twofold. Firstly, to investigate how the
methodological differences between commonly used approaches to making climate projections and
studying impacts affect the hydrologic projections and hence the robustness of the study’s findings.
In this context we examine, as systematically as possible, the differences in hydrological response
over Europe as simulated by a land surface model driven by different sets of climate projections.
This approach will not quantify the full range of sources of uncertainty in projections, because we still
rely on a single land surface model, so responses on land-atmosphere interactions are constrained
by the parametrization of that single model. Nevertheless, we are not focusing on that aspect and
our experimental setup allows some of the uncertainties between commonly used approaches in
climate-change impacts to be illustrated and explored. Secondly, we are using a number of new
global climate model experiments, with an emphasis on high resolution, to test the assumption that
many of the uncertainties about regional climate (and therefore hydrological) changes are driven
predominantly by the prescribed boundary conditions, and specifically sea surface temperature (SST).
Finally, we combine all sources of information to identify robust patterns of hydrological changes over
the European continent at global warming of 1.5 ◦C, 2 ◦C and 4 ◦C relative to pre-industrial levels,
according to the RCP8.5 concentration scenario.

2. Materials and Methods

The fifth phase of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) [18] is currently the basis
of climate modeling and climate change impact research. The CMIP5 ensemble consists of 25 to
42 climate simulations, depending on the representative concentration pathway (RCP) scenario [19].
Climate change impact assessments are usually limited to a small number of “representative” CMIP5
simulations in order to reduce modeling effort. The Inter-sectoral Impact Model Inter-comparison
Project (ISIMIP) [20] is, for example, a well-established consistent framework of multi-sectoral impact
assessment that is based on a subset of five CMIP5 models, used in global [21] and regional [22]
scale studies.
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The coarse resolution of a typical CMIP5 GCM limits the ability to simulate regional-scale climates.
Regional climate models (RCMs), operating at higher resolution, are filling this gap by providing more
detailed spatial information [23]. The Euro-CORDEX [24] is an example of a high-resolution regional
climate change ensemble downscaled for Europe, that results in substantially different projected
changes compared to the driving GCMs.

However, the added value of the RCMs is highly dependent on the driving fields provided by the
GCMs. While Euro-CORDEX simulations are at ~50 km and even ~12.5 km, the limited geographical
area over which this high resolution is applied limits the degree to which an RCM can recreate
small-scale activity not already present in the GCM boundary conditions [25]. Many studies also
indicate that higher GCM resolution is necessary to accurately simulate the observed energy spectrum
of the climate system [26–29]. To address the need for better information we use two higher spatial
resolution GCMs, HadGEM3A [30,31] and EC-EARTH3-HR [32] driven by a subset of CMIP5 GCMs.
These simulations are performed in the frame of a European funded project focusing on high-end
climate impacts and extremes (HELIX) and hereinafter referred to as the HELIX ensemble. We then
assess the robustness of hydrological impacts between the original CMIP5, using data for the European
region from the global ISIMIP biophysical impacts projections, the Euro-CORDEX driven impacts,
and the new climate projections as simulated by a land surface model. The methodological workflow
of the study is illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Methodological workflow detailing climate model ensembles, impact modeling, global
warming levels and impact indicators.

2.1. Climate Model Ensembles

2.1.1. ISIMIP

The “fast-track” phase of ISIMIP project uses a consistent subset of five (5) GCMs from the CMIP5
experiment [20], listed in Table 1. The temporal resolution of the dataset is daily, spanning the years
1960 to 2099, and including part of the historical recent past and the projections for RCP8.5. Original
GCM outputs are remapped on a 0.5◦ × 0.5◦ grid mesh. Eleven (11) variables are bias adjusted using
a trend preserving bias correction method [33] against a land only global coverage observational
dataset [34] for the 1960 to 1999 reference period. The representativeness of these models compared to
the spread of projections within the CMIP5 dataset is described by McSweeney and Jones [19].
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Table 1. List of CMIP5 GCM subsets used in the ISIMIP simulations and for providing forcing
boundaries to Euro-CORDEX and HELIX ensembles. ISIMIP JULES runs are driven directly by
CMIP5 data. EuroCORDEX JULES runs are driven by RCA4 RCM simulations using lateral boundary
conditions from CMIP5 GCMs. JULES runs in the HELIX are driven by two higher-resolution global
AGCMs using SSTs and SICs boundary conditions from CMIP5 GCMs. All datasets are bias corrected
and regridded on a 0.5◦ × 0.5◦ grid mesh.

Driving Models ISIMIP Euro-CORDEX
HELIX

EC-EARTH3-HR HadGEM3A

GFDL-ESM2M X X X X
NorESM1 X X

MIROC-ESM-CHEM X X
MIROC5 X

IPSL-CM5A-LR X X X
HadGEM2-ES X X X X

EC-EARTH X
GISS-E2-H X

IPSL-CM5A-MR X X X
HadCM3LC X
ACCESS1-0 X

2.1.2. Euro-CORDEX

The European initiative Euro-CORDEX, part of the wider Coordinated Regional Downscaling
Experiment (WCRP), provides regional climate simulations for Europe driven by a number of CMIP5
GCMs. Climate datasets are available at horizontal resolutions of 50 km (EUR-44) and 12.5 km
(EUR-11) [24] depending on the model. Five (5) of the EURO-CORDEX climate scenarios were used
for the current assessment (Table 1). The model selection was made based on two requirements: First,
that the driving GCM has been also used in ISIMIP runs so as to compare the two configurations;
and second, that the GCM data have been downscaled to the 0.44 degree grid. Three of the five scenarios
selected use the same driving GCM (GFDL-ESM2M, NorESM1-M and HadGEM2-ES). For the rest,
downscaled data were not available and the most similar GCM was selected instead (MIROC5 instead
of MIROC-ESM-CHEM and IPSL-CM5A-MR instead of IPSL-CM5A-LR). All five GCMs have been
downscaled with the same RCM, namely RCA4 [35], which could result in a bias toward the RCM
parameterization. Climate variables are bias adjusted using a quantile mapping methodology [36]
against the E-OBS dataset [37].

2.1.3. HELIX AGCMs

New higher resolution climate projections are produced by two Atmosphere Global Climate
Models (AGCMs) EC-EARTH3-HR and HadGEM3A (Global Atmosphere 6.0), with prescribed time
varying SSTs and sea ice, provided by a range of CMIP5 climate models (Table 1), in the frame of a
European funded project focusing on high-end climate impacts and extremes (HELIX). The HELIX
AGCMs hi-res ensemble was generated as described in Wyser et al. [38] and used in the recent studies
by Alfieri et al. [39] and Shannon et al. [40]. The criterion for model selection was to cover a wide range
of uncertainty in the future climate projections. The two climate models of the next generation with
horizontal resolution of 30–60 km are transition versions of those currently being used in upcoming
CMIP6 experiments. This higher resolution ensemble of projections will be referred to as the HELIX
ensemble. By using an atmosphere only experimental setup, we are able to cover the maximum
range of possible regional climate changes within limited computing resources. Prescribing SSTs and
SICs allow our results to be easily compared with other studies from the climate science community
(common ISIMIP and Euro-CORDEX models), and in particular with the climate and climate change
projected by the forcing CMIP5 models, to assess the benefits of adopting a higher resolution. Climate
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model outputs are remapped in a common 0.5◦ × 0.5◦ grid and bias adjusted against the PGFv2
dataset [41] using the ISIMIP trend preserving bias correction method [33].

2.2. Hydrological Modeling

The above-mentioned climate model ensembles were used to drive the JULES land surface
model [42,43] providing changes in future runoff. Two JULES setups were used in this study.
The ISIMIP-based runs were already performed in the frame of the ISIMIP Fast Track [20] multi-model
experiment as described in detail by Davie et al. [44]. The model was run at the native resolution of the
HadGEM2-ES (1.875 degree longitude by 1.25 degree latitude) and the runoff outputs were regridded
to 0.5◦ × 0.5◦. The model run started from a 1950 dump file from a HadGEM2-ES historical run and
ran for 5 spin up cycles of 30 years. Next, the model was run for 185 years using dynamic (standard)
TRIFFID and increasing CO2 concentrations [45].

The Euro-CORDEX and HELIX simulations were performed with versions 4.1 and 4.3 of JULES,
respectively [46,47]. The JULES name lists of the abovementioned simulations can be downloaded at
https://github.com/w0rldview/jules-w1_namelists. The spatial resolution used was that of the native
climate data—0.44◦ grid for Euro-CORDEX and 0.5◦ grid for HELIX. Other JULES set up were common
between the two runs in configuration JULES_W1 as used in the ISIMIP2A project [8]. The model
was spun up with ten spin up cycles of one year (1971–1972), and additionally the first ten years of
simulations (1971–1980) were discarded as an extended spin up period. Vegetation was kept static
(TRIFFID disabled) and CO2 concentrations were annually varying.

The different model configurations used in the ISIMIP simulations compared to the Euro-CORDEX
and HELIX simulations might introduce an impact model bias to the results. Enabled (in ISIMIP
simulations) versus disabled (in Euro-CORDEX and HELIX) dynamic vegetation, together with
different parameterizations in the two configurations, might make a difference to the hydrological
outputs which has not been explicitly quantified.

2.3. Global Warming Levels and Model Agreement

International climate policies are closely linked to warming limits [48,49]. We thus frame our
analysis at specific global warming levels (GWLs) compared to the pre-industrial period, here defined
as the period from 1870–1899. Spatially and temporally, monthly mean temperature from each GCM
is used to define global annual mean near surface temperature resulting from RCP8.5 simulations.
The year of passing a GWL is defined as the first time the 20-year running mean of the global averaged
annual mean temperature is above the GWL; i.e., the year indicates the middle of a 20-year average.
Future climate periods are then defined as 30-year time-slices centered on the crossing year of the
corresponding GWL. The baseline period is set to 1981–2010. The models consisting of the ISIMIP,
Euro-CORDEX and HELIX ensembles, along with the time that each GWL is surpassed for each model,
are given in Table 2. All models reach the 1.5 ◦C and 2 ◦C warming levels, but not all of them reach
the 4 ◦C warming level in the time frame of this study. GFDL reaches only +3.2 ◦C in the 2081–2100
time-slice, thus GFDL is left out of the 4 ◦C analysis (GFDL is a member of all three ensembles).
Other models that reach warming levels of 3.75 ◦C and higher at the final time-slice are included in the
4 ◦C GWL analysis.

A number of common driving models can be identified between the three ensembles, namely:
GFDL-ESM2M, HadGEM2-ES and IPSL-CM5A-LR (absent from the Euro-CORDEX ensemble).
Within each ensemble, the assessment of the level of uncertainty in the projections is introduced
with the percentage of the models that agree towards the climate change impact signal; i.e.,
the percentage of models that agree on the sign of the projected change for an examined hydrological
variable. To examine whether the ensemble mean projected changes are significant compared to the
inter-ensemble variability we introduce the concept of robustness in the ensemble mean projections [50].
According to this concept, the ensemble mean projected changes are considered as robust if the absolute

https://github.com/w0rldview/jules-w1_namelists
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ensemble mean change is greater than the standard deviation of the changes projected by the models
that comprise the ensemble.

Table 2. Time of reaching GWLs of 1.5 ◦C, 2 ◦C and 4 ◦C for each driving CMIP5 GCM and
bias-corrected output from the HELIX higher-resolution climate simulations. Numbers with asterisks
correspond to the mean global warming level at the time horizon 2071–2100.

Driving CMIP5 Models GWL ISIMIP Euro-CORDEX
HELIX

EC-EARTH3-HR HadGEM3A

GFDL-ESM2M
1.5 ◦C 2040 2040 2038 2036
2 ◦C 2055 2044 2054 2054
4 ◦C 3.2 * 3.2 * - -

NorESM1
1.5 ◦C 2035 2035
2 ◦C 2052 2052
4 ◦C 3.75 * 3.75 *

MIROC-ESM-CHEM
1.5 ◦C 2023 2020
2 ◦C 2035 2032
4 ◦C 2071 2068

MIROC5
1.5 ◦C 2038
2 ◦C 2052
4 ◦C 3.76 *

IPSL-CM5A-LR
1.5 ◦C 2015 2025 2024
2 ◦C 2030 2036 2035
4 ◦C 2068 2074 2071

HadGEM2-ES
1.5 ◦C 2027 2027 2021 2019
2 ◦C 2039 2039 2035 2033
4 ◦C 2074 2074 2075 2071

EC-EARTH
1.5 ◦C 2028
2 ◦C 2043
4 ◦C 2090

GISS-E2-H
1.5 ◦C 2031
2 ◦C 2047
4 ◦C -

IPSL-CM5A-MR
1.5 ◦C 2015 2024 2023
2 ◦C 2030 2035 2036
4 ◦C 2068 2071 2069

HadCM3LC
1.5 ◦C 2026
2 ◦C 2040
4 ◦C 2088

ACCESS1-0
1.5 ◦C 2026
2 ◦C 2040
4 ◦C 2081

2.4. Hydrologic Indicators and Characterization of Drought

A number of hydrologic indicators are calculated from the runoff output of the JULES model,
in order to express different aspects of runoff’s temporal distribution. The employed hydrologic
indicators are:

• Mean runoff (RF mean): The long-term average of runoff is a basic indicator for mean
water availability.

• 10th percentile runoff (RF low): The lower 10th percentile of runoff distribution serves as an
indicator for low flows.
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• 95th percentile runoff (RF high): The 95th percentile of runoff distribution serves as an indicator
for high flows.

For the representation of droughts, the standardized runoff index (SRI) is employed to describe
the duration and severity of hydrologic drought [51]. The index is based on the concept of the widely
used standardized precipitation index (SPI [52]). Negative SRI values indicate the existence of drought
conditions. According to the SRI value, drought is grouped into arbitrarily defined intensity tiers,
ranging from “mild” to “extreme”. This work was focused on extreme hydrologic drought conditions,
thus only values of SRI < −1.5 were considered. For the assessment of climate change impact on
droughts we used the relative version of SRI [53]. Relative indices use input data of two time periods.
The first period serves as the reference period and is used for model calibration. The calibrated model
is then applied to data of the second time period. This allows us to assess the drought conditions of
the future compared to the benchmark drought conditions of the baseline period. The relative drought
indices are calculated using two periods of temporal aggregation, in order to capture droughts of
different duration. A 6-month period (SRI-6) is employed for the representation of short-term events
that mostly correspond to agricultural droughts and a 48-month period (SRI-48) is used to depict
long-term drought events that affect the storage of water resources. Grid boxes with zero runoff for
more than 90% of the length of the historical time period are excluded from the calculation of SRI.

The hydrologic indicators and time under drought conditions are derived for each time-slice.
Using the reference time-slice as a baseline for comparison, their changes at different GWLs are
examined on a pan-European scale, over eight large European sub-regions [54], as shown in Figure 2.
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3. Results

To examine how the methodological differences of climate projection approaches affect the
outputs, and hence the robustness, of the conclusions we use three different sets of projections with
some common characteristics. The three sets are: a subset of five CMIP5 GCMs used in the ISIMIP;
a subset of Euro-CORDEX simulations performed by one RCM with common driving models as the
ISIMIP; and, a set of new high-resolution AGCM simulations also including the common driving GCMs
of the first two subsets. Bias correction between the three different sets differs in terms of methods and
observations used. A land surface model is used to simulate the hydrologic response of the different
climate model ensembles. A number of indicators are employed to examine differences and similarities
at three levels of global warming (1.5 ◦C, 2 ◦C and 4 ◦C). We find that these methodological differences
lead to considerably different hydrologic outputs.

We further test the assumption that the regional climate changes are driven predominantly by
the SSTs. We do this by looking at the hydrologic response (in terms of mean, low and high runoff)
obtained by two different high-resolution AGCMs driven by the same time-varying SSTs and sea-ice
concentrations (SICs).

3.1. General Comparison between Ensembles: ISIMIP vs. Euro-CORDEX vs. HELIX AGCMs

Figures 3–9 compare the projected changes in hydrologic indicators and drought indices derived
from the three examined ensembles (ISIMIP, Euro-CORDEX and HELIX). The projections of the three
ensembles exhibit considerably different behavior. The ISIMIP projections are far less detailed than the
other two, due to the lower resolution of the ISIMIP GCMs ensemble. In contrast, the Euro-CORDEX
projections show more variant spatial patterns than the HELIX ensemble, although the two ensembles
have a similar resolution.
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ensembles show robust decreases of mean runoff for the Mediterranean region. Meanwhile, the 
projected mean runoff increases over the northern part of Europe are robust regardless of the GWL, 
for both the Euro-CORDEX and HELIX ensembles. Spatially averaged values of relative changes in 
mean runoff for all the models of each ensemble and for the three examined GWLs are presented in 
Figure 4.  

Figure 3. Left panels: Ensemble mean of relative change in mean annual runoff per GWL (+1.5 ◦C,
+2 ◦C and +4 ◦C), as simulated by JULES driven by the three different ensembles: ISIMIP GCMs subset
of CMIP5 (top), Euro-CORDEX (middle) and HELIX (bottom). Dotted areas indicate robust changes
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(absolute ensemble mean change is greater than the standard deviation of the changes—coefficient of
variation < 1). Right panels: model agreement on the sign of change in mean annual runoff per GWL,
simulated by JULES driven by the three different ensembles: ISIMIP GCMs subset of CMIP5 (top),
Euro-CORDEX (middle) and HELIX (bottom).

A common pattern on the projected changes in mean runoff between the three ensembles (Figure 3)
is the increasing signal in north and north-eastern Europe and the decreasing signal in the southern
part of the continent, but with large regional uncertainties. Northern and southern Europe are regions
with higher agreement on the sign of mean annual runoff change, while agreement is lower for central
Europe (Figure 3).

The increasing and decreasing signals intensify and become more spatially coherent with rising
warming levels. For example, the percentage of European land area with decreases (<−5%) in mean
runoff expands from 10% to 23% between +1.5 ◦C and +4 ◦C for the ISIMIP ensemble, from 20% to
30% for the Euro-CORDEX ensemble and from 2% to 18% for the HELIX ensemble. At +4 ◦C, the three
ensembles show robust decreases of mean runoff for the Mediterranean region. Meanwhile, the projected
mean runoff increases over the northern part of Europe are robust regardless of the GWL, for both the
Euro-CORDEX and HELIX ensembles. Spatially averaged values of relative changes in mean runoff for
all the models of each ensemble and for the three examined GWLs are presented in Figure 4.Water 2018, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW  9 of 24 
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Figure 4. Relative change in mean annual runoff per GWL (+1.5 ◦C, +2 ◦C and +4 ◦C) and per
European region, as simulated by JULES, driven by the three different climate model ensembles:
ISIMIP GCMs subset of CMIP5, Euro-CORDEX and HELIX. Boxplots show the spatio-temporal average
of the ensemble members, the ensemble median and ensemble mean (denoted with the X symbol),
and whiskers show the maximum and minimum values of the ensemble.
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The European average shows an overall increase in mean runoff in the continent, consistently
projected by the three ensembles and across GWLs. However, the model spread increases considerably
when moving to GWL4, especially for the HELIX ensemble. Similar behavior to Europe is observed for
the British Isles and Scandinavia. For other regions, the ensemble member values span both positive
and negative changes for all the GWLs (France, Alps and Eastern Europe). For the Iberian Peninsula
and the Mediterranean, the ensembles span projected increases and decreases for the lower two GWLs
but agree on decreases for GWL4 (with the exception of one model of the HELIX ensemble). The model
spread of the HELIX ensemble is generally larger compared to the other ensembles, especially at
GWL4, which is probably due to the wider uncertainty depicted in the HELIX ensemble due to the
larger number of models that are included.

Projected changes in low runoff by the ISIMIP GCMs and Euro-CORDEX ensembles show similar
patterns of increased low runoff in the north and north-east and decreased low runoff in the south and
south-west, although the latter ensemble projects greater changes (Figure 5).Water 2018, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW  10 of 24 
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agree on increased low runoff for all GWLs which increases, along with model spread, for higher 
GWLs (Figure 6). However, Scandinavia is the only European sub-region with projected increases in 
low runoff by all the members of all the ensembles and across GWLs. For the rest of the regions, low 
runoff response to warming is a lot more complicated. For example, the British Isles and the Alps for 
GWLs 1.5 and 2, have a close to zero average change according to the ensemble mean, which results 
from a small model range, compared to other regions, between positive and negative values. For 
France and Mid-Europe, the spread of the Euro-CORDEX and ISIMIP ensembles decreases when 

Figure 5. Left panels: Ensemble mean of relative change in low annual runoff per GWL (+1.5 ◦C, +2 ◦C
and +4 ◦C), as simulated by JULES driven by the three different ensembles: ISIMIP GCMs subset of
CMIP5 (top), Euro-CORDEX (middle) and HELIX (bottom). Dotted areas indicate robust changes
(absolute ensemble mean change is greater than the standard deviation of the changes—coefficient of
variation < 1). Right panels: model agreement on the sign of change in low annual runoff per GWL,
simulated by JULES driven by the three different ensembles: ISIMIP GCMs subset of CMIP5 (top),
Euro-CORDEX (middle) and HELIX (bottom).

The Euro-CORDEX projections are characterized by a robust signal over a large part of Europe,
especially at GWL4. The behavior of the HELIX AGCMs ensemble is distinguished by projected
increases or negligible changes in low runoff over the majority of the continent (increases over 60%,
70% and 74% of the European land area; negligible changes over 25%, 20% and 12% of the European
land area, respectively for GWLs 1.5, 2 and 4). A robust signal is found only for the Scandinavian
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Peninsula and a small area of projected decreases in low runoff in central Europe. Concerning model
agreement on the signal of low runoff projections (Figure 5), the HELIX AGCMs ensemble has the
lowest extent of high model agreement (80–100%), mainly at the Scandinavian Peninsula (31% of
the European land area with high model agreement at GWL4). The ISIMIP ensemble has highest
agreement for the increasing changes in Scandinavian countries and the decreasing signal in the
Iberian and Mediterranean while Euro-CORDEX projections highly agree (80–100% of the models)
on the sign of changes in low runoff over the majority of the continent at greater GWLs (60% of the
European land area under GWL4). For the regionally aggregated values, the different ensembles agree
on increased low runoff for all GWLs which increases, along with model spread, for higher GWLs
(Figure 6). However, Scandinavia is the only European sub-region with projected increases in low
runoff by all the members of all the ensembles and across GWLs. For the rest of the regions, low runoff
response to warming is a lot more complicated. For example, the British Isles and the Alps for GWLs
1.5 and 2, have a close to zero average change according to the ensemble mean, which results from a
small model range, compared to other regions, between positive and negative values. For France and
Mid-Europe, the spread of the Euro-CORDEX and ISIMIP ensembles decreases when moving from
GWL2 to GWL4, in contrast to the HELIX ensemble which keeps a wide uncertainty range at GWL4
(from about −50% to more than 100%).
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Figure 6. Relative change in low runoff per GWL (+1.5 ◦C, +2 ◦C and +4 ◦C) and per European region,
as simulated by JULES, driven by the three different climate model ensembles: ISIMIP GCMs subset
of CMIP5, Euro-CORDEX and HELIX. Boxplots show the spatio-temporal average of the ensemble
members, the ensemble median and ensemble mean (denoted with the X symbol), and whiskers show
the maximum and minimum values of the ensemble.
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The general pattern of change for high runoff between the three ensembles, progressively more
evident and intense as warming progresses, is increased high runoff in the north and north-east part
of the continent and decreased high runoff in southern Europe (Figure 7). High model agreement is
present only for a limited extent of the European area for the projections of the ISIMIP ensemble (25%,
28% and 25% respectively for GWLs 1.5, 2 and 4), while Euro-CORDEX and HELIX have greater areas
of high model agreement at higher warming levels (22%, 35% and 58% for Euro-CORDEX, 21%, 25%
and 59% for HELIX, for GWLs 1.5, 2 and 4 respectively) corresponding to the patterns of negative
changes in southern Europe and positive changes in northern Europe (Figure 7). The European area
aggregates show increases in high runoff projected by the HELIX and Euro-CORDEX ensembles and
small (<−10%) decreases by the ISIMIP ensemble, although the individual models of the ensemble span
both positive and negative values (Figure 8). The British Isles and Mid-Europe show increases in high
runoff, projected consistently by the three ensembles and for the three GWLs. However, the ensemble
members’ spread is larger for Mid-Europe. For the Iberian Peninsula and the Mediterranean region,
the members of the three ensembles span positive and negative values of high runoff change for the
lower two GWLs (with the exception of the Euro-CORDEX ensemble at +2 ◦C at the Iberian Peninsula
only showing negative values). This mixed behavior changes to a negative signal for high runoff
changes at GWL4, shown by all the members of each ensemble (with the exception of one model of the
ISIMIP ensemble for the Iberian Peninsula that shows a marginally positive value of change).
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coherent regions of increased drought duration at lower levels of warming (increases over 5% and 
9% of the European land area for GWL1.5 and 2 respectively, compared to 1% and 4% for Euro-
CORDEX, and 1% and 3% for HELIX) (Figure 9). Especially at GWL4, the regions of increased 
drought duration are also regions with high model agreement on the sign of the change of short-term 
drought duration. The projected changes in time under long-term extreme drought conditions 
(modeled with SPI48) are more intense and spatially extended compared to short-term droughts, 
with projected increases at GWL4 covering 32%, 35% and 32% of the European land area for the 
ISIMIP, Euro-CORDEX and HELIX ensembles respectively. Again, similar patterns can be found 

Figure 7. Left panels: Ensemble mean of relative change in high annual runoff per GWL (+1.5 ◦C,
+2 ◦C and +4 ◦C), as simulated by JULES driven by the three different ensembles: ISIMIP GCMs subset
of CMIP5 (top), Euro-CORDEX (middle) and HELIX (bottom). Dotted areas indicate robust changes
(absolute ensemble mean change is greater than the standard deviation of the changes—coefficient of
variation < 1). Right panels: model agreement on the sign of change in high annual runoff per GWL,
simulated by JULES driven by the three different ensembles: ISIMIP GCMs subset of CMIP5 (top),
Euro-CORDEX (middle) and HELIX (bottom).
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Figure 8. Relative change in high runoff per GWL (+1.5 ◦C, +2 ◦C and +4 ◦C) and per European region,
as simulated by JULES, driven by the three different climate model ensembles: ISIMIP GCMs subset
of CMIP5, Euro-CORDEX and HELIX. Boxplots show the spatio-temporal average of the ensemble
members, the ensemble median and ensemble mean (denoted with the X symbol), and whiskers show
the maximum and minimum values of the ensemble.

The comparison of the projected changes in hydrologic indicators of the three examined ensembles
reveals remarkably diverse patterns between the ensembles. A greater similarity can be observed
between the spatial patterns of projected changes in extreme drought duration of the three ensembles.
For short-term droughts (modeled with SRI6), all the ensembles project increases in drought duration in
the Mediterranean region at GWL4, while only the ISIMIP shows spatially coherent regions of increased
drought duration at lower levels of warming (increases over 5% and 9% of the European land area for
GWL1.5 and 2 respectively, compared to 1% and 4% for Euro-CORDEX, and 1% and 3% for HELIX)
(Figure 9). Especially at GWL4, the regions of increased drought duration are also regions with high
model agreement on the sign of the change of short-term drought duration. The projected changes in
time under long-term extreme drought conditions (modeled with SPI48) are more intense and spatially
extended compared to short-term droughts, with projected increases at GWL4 covering 32%, 35%
and 32% of the European land area for the ISIMIP, Euro-CORDEX and HELIX ensembles respectively.
Again, similar patterns can be found between the three ensembles. Under +4 ◦C of warming, increased
drought duration is projected for southern Europe by all the ensembles. The agreement of the models
is less uniform between the three ensembles. At GWL4, the ISIMIP ensemble exhibits high agreement
over the whole south-European region, Euro-CORDEX shows patches of high agreement all over
southern Europe while the HELIX AGCMs ensemble shows high agreement on increased drought
duration only for the southern Iberian Peninsula, Sardinia and southern Italy. However, the fraction
of European land area with high agreement on the sign of projected changes in extreme long-term
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drought duration is similar between the three ensembles (55%, 49% and 45% at GWL4, for the ISIMIP,
Euro-CORDEX and HELIX ensembles respectively).Water 2018, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW  14 of 24 
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Figure 9. Left panels: Ensemble mean of relative change in extreme short-term (SRI-6) and long-term
(SRI-48) drought (SRI ≤ −1.5) duration per GWL (+1.5 ◦C, +2 ◦C and +4 ◦C), as simulated by JULES
driven by the three different ensembles: ISIMIP GCMs subset of CMIP5, Euro-CORDEX and HELIX.
Right panels: Model agreement on the sign of change for the three different ensembles.
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3.2. The Effect of the High-Resolution AGCM

The results of this section (Figures 10–12) show the differences in projected changes caused by
the two high-resolution HELIX AGCMs, as only the ensemble members forced with common driving
models participate here (GFDL-ESM2M, IPSL-CM5A-LR and HadGEM2-ES). For all runoff metrics,
mean (Figure 10) and low and high (Figure 11) runoff, very different patterns of change can be observed
between the two HELIX AGCMs.
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Figure 10. Ensemble mean of relative change in mean annual runoff per GWL (+1.5 °C, +2 °C and +4 
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Figure 10. Ensemble mean of relative change in mean annual runoff per GWL (+1.5 ◦C, +2 ◦C and
+4 ◦C), simulated by JULES driven by the three different sub-ensembles with common forcing models:
ISIMIP GCMs subset of CMIP5 (top), EC-EARTH3-HR (middle) and HadGEM3A (bottom). Dotted
areas indicate robust changes (absolute ensemble mean change is greater than the standard deviation
of the changes—coefficient of variation < 1).
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Figure 12 shows the changes in short- and long-term drought respectively, as simulated by the 
three sub-ensembles. Again, it can be observed that the ISIMIP patterns are closer to those of 
HadGEM3A. EC-EARTH3-HR projects a small and spatially incoherent increase in drought duration 
at the pan-European level (0%, 1% and 8% of the European land area for GWLs 1.5, 2 and 4 regarding 
short-term droughts; 11%, 6% and 13% for long-term droughts). In contrast, the ISIMIP and 
HadGEM3A show increased drought duration for a large proportion of the continent, covering 
almost all of southern and central Europe, especially at GWL4 (41% and 29% for ISMIP and 
HadGEM3A respectively regarding short-term droughts; 45% and 47% for long-term droughts), and 
with alarming values of increase in duration (>50%) for long-term droughts. 

Figure 11. Ensemble mean of relative change in low runoff (left) and high runoff (right) per GWL (+1.5
◦C, +2 ◦C and +4 ◦C), as simulated by JULES driven by the three different sub-ensembles with common
forcing models: ISIMIP GCMs subset of CMIP5 (top), EC-EARTH3-HR (middle) and HadGEM3A
(bottom). Dotted areas indicate robust changes (absolute ensemble mean change is greater than the
standard deviation of the changes—coefficient of variation < 1).

EC-EARTH3-HR projects a considerably wetter future, with increases in hydrologic indicators of
mean, low and high runoff over most of the European area (80%, 78% and 72% at GWL4, for mean, low
and high runoff respectively). In contrast, negative changes are projected by HadGEM3A, especially
for low runoff, for the greater part of Europe (42%, 54% and 38% at GWL4 for mean, low and high
runoff respectively). This indicates that the atmosphere model used for the production of climate
simulation plays a vital role in the signal of the projected impacts and designates the selection of the
HELIX model as a major source of uncertainty for the projected simulations. It can be observed that
the ISIMIP sub-ensemble resembles the signal of the HadGEM3A sub-ensemble. This could possibly
indicate that HadGEM3A preserved the signal of the original GCMs that were used as its forcing,
while the processes within EC-EARTH3-HR resulted in a shift of the original GCM climate signal.

Figure 12 shows the changes in short- and long-term drought respectively, as simulated by
the three sub-ensembles. Again, it can be observed that the ISIMIP patterns are closer to those of
HadGEM3A. EC-EARTH3-HR projects a small and spatially incoherent increase in drought duration
at the pan-European level (0%, 1% and 8% of the European land area for GWLs 1.5, 2 and 4 regarding
short-term droughts; 11%, 6% and 13% for long-term droughts). In contrast, the ISIMIP and
HadGEM3A show increased drought duration for a large proportion of the continent, covering almost
all of southern and central Europe, especially at GWL4 (41% and 29% for ISMIP and HadGEM3A
respectively regarding short-term droughts; 45% and 47% for long-term droughts), and with alarming
values of increase in duration (>50%) for long-term droughts.
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Figure 12. Left panels: Ensemble mean of relative change in extreme short-term (SRI-6) and long-term
(SRI-48) drought (SRI ≤ −1.5) duration per GWL (+1.5 ◦C, +2 ◦C and +4 ◦C), as simulated by JULES
driven by the three different sub-ensembles with common forcing models: ISIMIP GCMs subset of
CMIP5 (top), EC-EARTH3-HR (middle) and HadGEM3A (bottom).

3.3. The Response of Atmosphere Models on the Drier (r1) and Wetter (r3) Forcing

To further investigate how the atmosphere models and forcing models affect the projected
changes in runoff indicators, we compare single ensemble members forced with the same driving
model and different atmosphere models. This comparison is performed for the drier and warmer
(r1-IPSL-CM5A-LR [55]) and wetter (r3-HadGEM2-ES) of the common driving models, in order to
account for the widest range of uncertainty. Figure 13 shows the changes in mean, low and high runoff
when the two high-resolution atmosphere models (EC-Earth3-HR and HadGEM3A) are forced with
r1 and r3 respectively. A visual comparison of the figures for mean, low and high runoff reveals that
there is a higher resemblance between the changes forced by the same atmosphere model than with
the same driving model. Simulations of the same driving model, whether this is the wetter or the
drier, have very different spatial patterns and different signal of change for the same regions. On the
contrary, the differences are far less pronounced for the simulations that use the same atmosphere
model, although they use a different driving model (r1 or r3).
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Figure 13. Relative change in mean (upper), low (middle) and high (lower) runoff per GWL (+1.5 ◦C,
+2 ◦C and +4 ◦C), as simulated by JULES driven by the two different HELIX models (EC-EARTH3-HR,
HadGEM3A), forced with the drier IPSL-CM5A-LR and wetter (HadGEM2-ES) from the common
driving models.
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3.4. A combined Ensemble, Consisting of the Three Subsets (for SRI)

So far, we have examined differences in the projected changes in runoff indicators and duration
of drought conditions derived by three different ensembles. Here we combine the three ensembles
(ISIMIP, EURO-CORDEX and HELIX) into one, and examine the projected changes in short- and
long-term drought conditions (Figure 14), along with the model agreement of the extended ensemble
on the sign of change of drought duration.
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Figure 14. Ensemble mean of all JULES simulations in this study, describing the relative change in
extreme short-term (SRI-6) and long-term (SRI-48) drought (SRI ≤ −1.5) duration per GWL (+1.5 ◦C,
+2 ◦C and +4 ◦C), (combination of all individual runs of ISIMIP, Euro-CORDEX and HELIX ensembles)
and model agreement on the sign of change.

The combined ensemble shows virtually no increases in short-term drought duration at GWL1.5,
small increases in short-term drought duration over regions of the Iberia Peninsula at GWL2,
and increases ranging from 5 to 25% for the Mediterranean region at GWL4 (Figure 14). Increased
drought duration affects only 4% of the European land area at GWL2, but this area considerably
expands to cover 18% of the continent at GWL4. It is important to note that the aforementioned regions
of drought duration increases in the Mediterranean also show a high level of model agreement.

Regarding long-term droughts, the combined ensemble shows increases of 5 to 25% in duration
over the Iberian Peninsula, western France, Italy and Greece at GWLs 1.5 and 2 (increases affect 17%
and 22% of the European land area at GWLs 1.5 and 2 respectively). However, the confidence on these
changes is debatable, as only 60–80% of the combined ensemble members agree on the sign of the
changes. At GWL4, the combined ensemble shows increases in long-term drought conditions of up to
50%, affecting all the southern part of Europe and even regions of central Europe (increased drought
duration over 38% of the land surface). Nonetheless, regions of high agreement (80–100%) on these
changes are only the Mediterranean regions.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

Here we assessed higher resolution hydrological projections under high-end climate change
(RCP8.5) in Europe as simulated by the JULES land surface model (LSM). We compared a set of new
high-resolution AGCM projections (HELIX) with previous assessments based on the same LSM and
climate data of coarser spatial resolutions and fewer ensemble members (ISIMIP and Euro-CORDEX).
For the HELIX ensemble, we chose models with higher resolution than the CMIP5 models to benefit
from the advantages of higher resolution. The projections were examined for three levels of global
warming (+1.5 ◦C, +2 ◦C and +4 ◦C), as relative changes compared to a reference period of the recent
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past (1981–2010). Through a number of comparisons between the changes in hydrologic indicators
and drought conditions projected by the different ensembles and their members, we explored:

• the differences and similarities between the projections of the three ensembles and assessed the
possible added value provided by the newer HELIX AGCMs simulations.

• the effect of the HELIX AGCM on the projections as simulated by the JULES LSM.
• the impact of the +4GWL compared to the +2GWL and +1.5GWL.

The comparison of the different model ensembles revealed large differences in the projected
hydrological impacts, with conflicting signs of change for some runoff metrics. In summary, the highest
level of consensus between the ensembles was observed for changes in mean runoff. The climate
change signal for mean runoff showed increases in the north of Europe, decreases in the south and only
small changes with lower model agreement for central Europe. For low runoff, the HELIX ensemble
showed increased response over most of Europe, but also exhibited low model agreement on the sign
of change for most of the European area. The other two ensembles showed a different response of
low runoff to climate change, as both agreed on increased low runoff in the north-eastern part of
Europe and decreased low runoff over the south-western part of the continent. Regarding changes in
high runoff, all three ensembles showed negative changes for the southern part of Europe but had
different signals for central Europe. The three examined ensembles show a markedly more similar
response regarding the drought duration projections. For short-term droughts, all the ensembles
showed increased drought duration over the Mediterranean, while for long-term droughts the region
of increased drought duration extended to the whole of southern Europe. Moreover, the projected
increase in drought duration was larger for long-term compared to short-term droughts.

Examination of the role of the high-resolution atmosphere model for the hydrological simulations
revealed that the two AGCMs projected very different futures of conflicting climate change signals.
Specifically, HadGEM3A projected a dramatically drier future, while EC-EARTH3-HR projected a
wetter future in terms of runoff production metrics. This could be attributed to the warm biases of the
HadGEM3A [31]. Regarding the drought analysis, HadGEM3A showed increased drought duration
for a considerably larger part of Europe compared to EC-EARTH3-HR. The projected climate change
signal was determined by the atmosphere model rather than by the SSTs driving model. The combined
ensemble showed that spatially coherent regions of increased drought duration and high model
agreement appear under +4 ◦C of warming over the Mediterranean region.

Earlier studies have shown that increases in GCM resolution improve the simulation of extreme
precipitation and drought events, due to a better depiction of sub-seasonal, synoptic and mesoscale
variability by the models [56–58]. Here, the higher resolution ensemble showed a greater spread of
results compared to the other ensembles. First, this might be a consequence of the larger number of
models participating in the ensemble. Second, an increase in the range of the results in the ensemble
does not necessarily point towards an increase of the uncertainty. Instead, it can possibly be attributed
to the increase in spatial detail of the projections, which, even though it has the advantage of improved
projections, might result in erroneous information after averaging of the high-resolution outcomes to
less detailed spatial scales, as the expressed spatial variability is lost.

In the context of the present study, interpretation of the impact of high-resolution climate data on
hydrological projections should take into account that results have been based on a single hydrological
model. The JULES model, in contrast to most hydrological models, includes the representation of
plant stomatal closure to elevated CO2 concentrations which causes evaporation to reduce, and thus
climate impacts on runoff production to appear less pronounced [48]. Such differences in the structure
and assumptions of the models, lead to considerable uncertainty relating to the choice of the impact
model [59–61], especially when analysis focuses on hydrological extremes [21]. For this reason many
studies have pointed out the need for multi-impact model assessments to capture the impact model
induced uncertainty in the projections [62–64]. However, single model studies can still provide useful
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conclusions and indications on matters that need to be further investigated in more complex and
computationally demanding multi-model assessments [8].

Our study underlines the need for biophysical impact modelers to be particularly meticulous
in their analysis when it involves handling a subset of climate models. A first point on which
extra care should be taken is the treatment of outputs. Our findings indicate that in many cases,
the ensemble mean of a set of climate projections might not be a good representative of the projected
changes, as ensemble members’ values might span both positive and negative values. In these cases,
the variability of the projections is lost to a close to zero value of the ensemble mean. Moreover,
the spatiotemporal aggregation over large domains or at country level that is typically used to
communicate changes should be critically used and discussed, as it might cause loss of the benefits
of higher resolution simulations. A second point that requires attention when interpreting results
on impacts concerns the time-slices employed, especially when they are based on levels of warming.
The different timing of crossing a specific warming level between the ensemble members has a direct
impact on the results. The radiative forcing is evolving with time (depending on the emission scenario)
and is different for each member depending on the time of crossing the GWLs of the driving GCM.
When comparing the different ensembles, the different timing of GWLs between them, due to the
different models and/or different number of models in the ensemble, might impose an extra source of
uncertainty on the results. A third point requiring extra care when dealing with impacts at the regional
scale is the selection of available RCM simulations. For many RCM domains, there is generally an
imbalance in the number of available downscaling simulations. For some regional climate change
assessment programs, the majority of simulations are conducted from a single RCM and a limited
number of simulations by different RCMs complement the ensemble of available future climate
projections. The disparity in available simulations might cause a bias of the projected impacts towards
a specific climate model.

In general, the assumptions and choices made during the design of an impact study can have a
crucial effect on the documented results. Selection of the climate models that comprise an ensemble
for a specific study should be made after scrutiny and investigation of the range and differences of
parameters relevant to the simulations of impacts of interest, and not solely on precipitation and
temperature. Finally, uncertainty is an unavoidable part of climate and impact modeling in any given
context, so transparent assessment and proper communication of uncertainty can improve the quality
of research outputs provided to policymakers, and thus help to inform adaptation relevant policy
decisions under a changing climate.
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